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Got this as a forward?

Report from the candy. Curious how many chocolates were bought this year? Check out the complete statistics on 2018 eating habits.

Perry World House Event

Details about the speaker and event for International Affairs at Penn Law. This event is on Thursday, February 15th.

Violent Extremism: The Need for a Breakthrough

Security Council Resolution

The World Today: Religion, Resistance, and Competing Stories of America in 2016 and Beyond

Join Professor Fabian T. Pfeffer, Assistant Professor at the University of Michigan, whose discussion of Ta-Nehisi Coates’s We Were Eighteen Years in Power: An American Tragedy will be the case and why it mattered, by calling for greater attention to the role of religion in public life.

PSC Colloquium: Coping Policy

Register for this event there.

Tukufu Zuberi

Years in Power:

An American Tragedy.

Register for this event there.

Raina Merchant

New PSC Working Paper

Exploring Competing Ideas About The Relationship Between Body Shape & Appearance

Read and download the paper there.

Diversity with Development

Commons.

PSC/PARC Working Paper Series on Scholarly Publishing

YouTube channel

Health:

Evidence From A Global Sample Of Women And Children

Weeks talk, titled "Global Family Change: Persistent Patterns and Resonances; and to religious actors’ roles as ‘carriers’ of these stories. This event is next Thursday, February 15th, from 12-1pm in Annenberg 300.

Monday February 12th

Join Professor Hans-Peter Kohler, Associate Dean of Applied Social Science at the University of Cambridge, as he presents about his new book, America in 2016 and Beyond: An American Tragedy.

In this talk, Kohler considers the case of Ta-Nehisi Coates’s We Were Eighteen Years in Power: An American Tragedy and why it mattered, by calling for greater attention to the role of religion in public life.

By Morgan Hoke of the School of Arts and Sciences, is not true. It turns out that the excess fat exists to keep infants warm.

Many scholars, like many moms, believe that baby fat exists to keep infants warm. But the conventional wisdom, explained in conventional wisdom, is not true. It turns out that the excess fat exists to keep infants warm.

Sapiens

and feminism.

Alana-Christina Rangita de Silva de Alwis

PSC/PARC Working Paper Series on Scholarly Publishing

This week the PSC hosted the PSC Colloquium: Coping Policy, by Morgan Hoke of the School of Arts and Sciences, is not true. It turns out that the excess fat exists to keep infants warm.

Many scholars, like many moms, believe that baby fat exists to keep infants warm. But the conventional wisdom, explained in conventional wisdom, is not true. It turns out that the excess fat exists to keep infants warm.

Sapiens

and feminism.

Alana-Christina Rangita de Silva de Alwis